EEG is a rich source of information regarding brain functioning, and is the most lightweight and affordable method of brain imaging. However, the pre-processing of EEG data is quite complicated and most existing tools present the experimenter with a large choice of methods for analysis, but no framework for method comparison to choose an optimal approach. Additionally, many tools still require a high degree of manual decision making for, e.g. the classification of artefacts in channels, epochs or segments. This introduces excessive subjectivity, is slow, and is not reproducible. Batching and well-designed automation can help to regularise EEG preprocessing, and thus minimise human effort, subjectivity, and consequent error. The Computational Testing for Automated Preprocessing (CTAP) toolbox facilitates: i) batch processing that is easy for experts and novices alike; ii) testing and comparison of automated methods. CTAP uses the existing data structure and functions from the well-known EEGLAB tool, based on Matlab, and produces extensive quality control outputs. 
INTRODUCTION

1
Measurement of human electroencephalography (EEG) is a rich source of information regarding
2 certain aspects of brain functioning, and is the most lightweight and affordable method of brain 3 imaging. However, among those types of human electrophysiology data recorded from surface 4 electrodes (to which EEG is most similar in terms of recording methods, see e.g. Cowley et al.
5
(2016) for a review), EEG data is comparatively difficult to pre-process. The qualities which cause 6 difficulty for EEG analysis come in two classes: A) number and complexity of operations, and B) 7 size and indeterminacy of the data.
8
Specifically in class A, normally many operations are required, which is time-consuming 9 and therefore costly. Many of these operations require repeated human judgements, leading to 10 subjectivity, non-reproducibility of outcomes, and non-uniformity of decisions. Compared to, e.g.,
11
counting peaks in an electrocardiogram signal, most variables of interest are relatively complicated 12 derivations from the raw signal, implying more room for error in analysis. Related to that, the 13 relatively complex 'standard' EEG processing operations are harder to debug. 
22
(2014), there remains a deficit of tools and methods to support standardisation. These issues illustrate 23 the need for a software tool that helps to minimise human effort, subjectivity, and consequent error.
24
Batching and careful automation can help to regularise and streamline EEG pre-processing, for 25 which we present a solution in this paper.
26
We present the Computational Testing Automated Preprocessing (CTAP) toolbox, available from 28 GitHub 1 . CTAP is built on Matlab (r2015a and higher) and EEGLAB v13.4.4b (Delorme and 29 Makeig, 2004). The main aim of CTAP is to regularise and streamline EEG preprocessing. We 30 regularise with a scripted data-processing pipeline that ensures the treatment of each file is the 31 same. We streamline by separating the process of building functions from that of exploring and 32 tuning the data. These features improve reproducibility, and separate the menial and important tasks, 33 respectively.
34
In practice, the CTAP toolbox provides functionality for i) batch processing using scripted 35 EEGLAB-compatible functions; ii) testing and comparison of automated methods based on extensive 36 quality control outputs. In more detail, the core code supports scripted specification of a pipeline 37 of diagnostic and artefact correction steps, with robust looping execution of steps and automated 38 output of 'quality control' (QC) logs and imagery (more details provided below in Results). This 39 helps to maintain transparency and traceability of all operations performed for every EEG file. After 40 specification the pipeline can be adjusted to respond to QC issues.
41
Although CTAP works as a batch processing pipeline, it supports seamless integration of manual 42 operations. This works such that the user can define a pipeline of operations, insert save points at 43 appropriate steps, and work manually on that data before passing it back to the pipe.
44
CTAP is focused on leveraging existing methods that are compatible with EEGLAB-structured 45 data, and on providing a simple interface to plug in different styles of EEG signal processing. The 
48
• script based automated batch processing (no GUI)
49
• time consuming bookkeeping of intermediate analysis files and script execution is automated
50
• existing EEGLAB based analysis methods can be easily integrated
51
• automated QC output help to spot problems (see section Peeks)
52
• includes ready made tools for feature storage and export (see section CTAP outcomes)
53
In summary, CTAP lets the user focus on content, instead of time-consuming implementation of 54 foundation functionality. In the rest of the paper, we will describe how CTAP toolbox does this, and 55 provide a motivating example of its application.
56
After we address related work, section Materials & Methods details the architecture and usage of 57 CTAP. Section Results then describes the technical details and outcomes of a motivating example 58 application. In section Discussion we set out the philosophy and possible uses of CTAP toolbox,
59
including development as well as preprocessing; and describe issues and potential directions for 60 future work.
61
RELATED WORK
62
Many methods are available from the literature to facilitate automated preprocessing (for a review 63 see, e.g. Barua and Begum (2014) ), and the rate of new contributions is also high. For example,
64
we conducted a search of the SCOPUS database for articles published after 1999, with "EEG" and "electroencephalography" in the title, abstract, or keywords, plus "Signal Processing" or 66 "Signal Processing, Computer-Assisted" in keywords, and restricted to subject areas "Neuroscience",
67
"Engineering" or "Computer Science". The search returned over 300 hits, growing year-by-year for popularity and high number of third-party contributors, to the degree that it is considered by 76 some to be a de facto standard. However EEGLAB is a graphical user interface (GUI)-based tool, 77 which limits the scale at which it can be used.
78
Other popular tools focus on a more diverse set of signals, especially including magnetoen- from subject-activity such as, e.g. blinks.
88
The most notable commercial tool is Brainanalyzer (Brain Products GmbH, Munich, Germany), however these do not seem to be intended as general-purpose tools.
98
We have chosen to extend EEGLAB because it has received many contributions to the core 
MATERIALS & METHODS
109
The core activity of CTAP is preprocessing EEG data by cleaning artefacts, i.e. detection and either Typically the analysis is run by calling a single script that defines all of the above and passes 128 these on to a function that performs all requested analysis steps on all specified measurements. In Once the analysis functions have been defined the next step is to define parameters for the whole 164 pipe, and for each analysis function. Default parameters are provided for most cases, but it is optimal 165 to fine tune the behaviour. Like before, parameter information is passed to CTAP using a struct. The third requirement to run the pipe is input data. In CTAP the input data are specified 185 using a table-like structure called measurement config that lists all available measurements, the 186 corresponding raw EEG files etc. The reason for using a dedicated data structure is that it allows 187 for an easy selection of what should be analysed and it also helps to document the project. The 
192
In the last required step before pipeline execution, the configuration struct and the parameter 193 struct are checked, finalised and integrated by cfg ctap functions().
194
Pipe execution
195
Once all the prequisites listed above have been specified, the pipe is run using CTAP pipeline looper(). Apart from running the complete pipe at once the user has many options to run just a subset 209 of the pipe, analyse only certain measurements, or otherwise adjust usage. 
242
RESULTS
243
We describe a motivating example that can also be used as a starting point for one's own analysis 244 pipe.
245
Data. We use synthetically generated data with blink, myogenic (EMG), and channel variance 
249
Pipeline. In the following sections, we show some example output of CTAP applied to the 250 synthetic dataset, based on the analysis-pipe step sets shown below. The analysis steps marked 251 red are next discussed in more detail. For each step, we will first step through the data processing 252 outcomes, then illustrate the QC output generated. 
256
The current blink detection implementation is based on the EOGERT algorithm by Toivanen and CTAP reject data() to detect and correct the blinks.
263
Visualization The EOGERT detection process visualizes the classification result for QC purposes,
264
as shown in Figure 4 . Such figures make it easy to spot possible misclassifications.
265
The success of the blink correction is evaluated using blink Evoked Response Potentials (ERPs) . An example of the criterion used to detect blinks. Vertical axis shows the criterion value while horzontal axis is random data to avoid overplotting. The classification is done by fitting two Gaussians using the EM algorithm and assigning labels based on likelihoods.
CTAP peek data() will also estimate a set of statistics for every data channel, saved in
281
Matlab table format and also aggregated to a log file. includes plotting routines for signal amplitude histograms as well as for raw EEG data.
287
A sample signal amplitude histogram produced using CTAP is show in Figure 6 . It can be used 288 e.g. to detect loose electrodes or in finding a suitable threshold for bad segment detection.
289
Bad IC detection & rejection
290
CTAP usage logic suggests that one or more detect operations for a given data type, e.g. chan-291 nels, or epochs, or components, should be followed by a reject operation. It is bad practice to 292 detect bad data across modalities, e.g. channels and epochs, before rejecting any of it, because 293 artefacts of one type may affect the other. Thus we describe CTAP detect bad comps() and
294
CTAP reject data() together. to the results. The logic that is then available to the user is to call one or many detection functions,
299
possibly pooling the results of several approaches to bad data detection, and then pass the aggregate 300 results to the CTAP reject data() function.
301
Rejection CTAP reject data() checks the detect field to determine which data type is due 302 for rejection, unless explicitly instructed otherwise. Based on the data labelled by prior calls to 303 detection functions, CTAP reject data() will call some internal EEGLAB function such as 304 pop select(), to remove the bad data.
305
Visualization Upon rejection EEGLAB plotting tools are used to produce plots that characterize 306 the rejected components. An example of such plot is given in Figure 7 . 
DISCUSSION
308
Philosophy, Benefits and Issues
309
The overall goal of CTAP is to improve on typical ways of preprocessing high-dimensional EEG 310 data through a structured framework for automation. Automation both reduces the work load of 311 the user and also removes subjectivity from the analysis. CTAP output can also be more easily should not usually rely on defaults, because the optimal choice often depends on the data. This 321 is also one reason to have separate files for pipeline and parameters. Separating these by files is 322 convenient for e.g. testing multiple parameter configurations.
323
As different analysis strategies and methods can vary greatly the best approach was to implement 324 CTAP as a modular system. Each analysis can be constructed from discrete steps which can be 325 implemented as standalone functions. The only requirement is to supress all types of pop-ups or 326 GUI-elements which would prevent the automatic execution of the analysis pipe. It is also up to the 327 user to call the functions in the right order (e.g., not calling averaging before epoching). As CTAP 328 is meant to be extended with custom analysis functions the interface between core CTAP features 329 and external scripts is also well defined in the documentation.
330
CTAP never overrides the user's configuration options, even when these might break the pipe.
331
For example, CTAP reject data() contains code to autodetect the data to reject. However understand, but the existing template provides a guideline for development with the correct interface.
364
Future work
365
CTAP is far from finalized, and development will continue after the initial release of the software.
366
Many publications have described methods for processing EEG for different purposes, such as 367 removing artefacts, estimating signal sources, analysing event-related potentials (ERPs), and so 368 on. However despite the wealth of methodological work done, there is a lack of benchmarking, or 369 tools for comparison of such methods. The outcome is that the most reliable way to assess each 370 method is to learn how to it works, apply it, and test the outcome on one's own data: this is a highly 371 time-consuming process which is not competitive with simply performing the bulk of preprocessing 372 in a manual way, as seems to remain the 'gold standard'. The effect of each method on the data is 373 also not commonly characterised, such that methods to correct artefacts can often introduce noise to 374 the data, especially where there was no artefact (false positives).
375
In 
